The Omni Dimensional Mystery School
is proud to announce the
Dolphin & Whale Energy Light Medicine School
Training Facilitators and Certified Practitioners

Module 2 Includes:
- Training and further study the workings of human DNA and it’s 12
Lavers. This Module is a mirror into the potentials of humanity’s
potential to activate and utilize our entire 12 strands of DNA, moving into
an accelerated Ascension pathway.
-Dolphin Quote: “The Dolphins are the designated KEEPERS of the human
DNA template system. They receive infusions of DNA activations through
the earth’s ocean systems from Creator. It is their given task to process
this information internally and calibrate the actual DNA that is perfect
and right for each person.”
- The Dolphins will guide us, as they are highly advanced Super Sentient
Beings that are the Masters of DNA Recalibration for the humans. They
are able to shift old energies very quickly with their healing frequencies.
They work in partnership with the Great Humpback Whales to facilitate
accelerated healing and integration of wisdom. They are a part of the
energy and frequencies that are Co-Creating the New Earth. They are
Master Teachers from the Stars living on Planet Earth as an example of
how we can live in health, peace and harmony, outside of competition and
lower 3rd Dimensional choices.
Cetacean Energy Light Medicine teaches you techniques that will assist
you in becoming a Conscious Creator. It is time to remember more about
who you really are. It is time to return yourself to your original state of
consciousness while healing your physical forms. This processes that
make up the Whale & Dolphin Energy Light Medicine access your Akashic
Records with your permission. This is the recorded journey of your Soul
over every life time.
The Dolphin and Whale Energy Medicine creates a Crystalline Matrix in
the human form, activating dormant DNA and allowing the human to
carry more Light, preparing them for Ascension.

- Module 2 is a powerful study of the 12 Lavers of Human DNA and
science of Epigenetics. The Dolphins are teaching us that our inherited
genes do not predetermine and control our physiology or our behaviors.
They are the Masters of activating our DNA when we approach them for
assistance. The Dolphins tell us that true healing is applied
consciousness in motion, where nothing is pre-determined. They assist
us in shaping our biology where we become the Masters of our Lives.
At the completion of this Module each trainee will be asked to
demonstrate their skills through outside session work. There will also be
questions to answer on a provided form. Each participant will be asked to
document and record a minimum of six private sessions. Your session
work should include: Whale Healing and Clearing, White Whale Light Body
Activations and Dolphin DNA Calibration sessions.
Nearing the end of the training for Module 2 you will have a personal, 30
minute consultation with Laurie Reyon for evaluation of your skills and
vibration in this work. There will also be an opportunity for two, 15
minute phone consultations with Laurie Reyon as you begin to turn in
your evaluations with clients.
Upon completion, the participant will receive a Certificate of Completion
and be authorized to use the Title: Dolphin & Whale Energy Light
Medicine Facilitator.
Internship then becomes available and is optional.

Details below.

Schedule: Module 2 – 30 hours of training and 1 :
Training is available in person in Oceanside, CA and Online in our Zoom Webinar
Room. All workshops will be recorded and shared with all participants. In the event that
you miss a class, you will have the recordings to review.
SCHEDULE is shown in PACIFIC TIME:
Day 1: May 20th from 10 am to 5 pm.
Day 2: June 3rd 1 to 5 pm
Day 3: July 8th from 10 am to 5 pm
Day 4: July 22nd from 1-5 pm
Day 5: August 5th from 10 am to 5 pm
Day 6: August 26th from 1 to 5 pm

(Bring a lunch)
(Bring a lunch)
(Bring a lunch)

There will be support group calls set up to support the work and practices. Laurie
Reyon will be available to work with you individually as needed. Boat Trips are
encouraged (for those near the ocean) to visit the Whales and Dolphins and receive
their energy.

Fees:
Module 2 - $499 Incudes Certificate of Trained Facilitator upon completion
Includes 1 hour with Laurie Reyon as described above.
Payment Plan:
Payment 2:
Payment 3:

$200 to hold your place in Class that begins on May 20.
$150 on or before May 29th
$149 on or before July 7th

INTERNSHIP FOR CERTIFICATION:
(Optional and not included in Module 2)
All participants will also be encouraged to continue the work as an Intern
with the goal becoming a Certified Whale & Dolphin Energy Light
Practitioner. There will be added support with Laurie Reyon & training
conference calls available.
All Interns will work with clients of their choice. Interns will work with a
minimum of 12 clients and facilitate, record and document a minimum of
24 hours of session work. Sessions are to include: Whale Healing and
Clearing sessions, activation of one or more of the 12 White Whale Light
Body Templates, and work with the Clients DNA to calibrate with the
Dolphins. Interns will be asked to channel and create a minimum of one
Guided Whale meditation. Interns will be asked to give each client a
private personal message from the whales and dolphins at the conclusion
of each session.

LaurieReyon.com

